People over 50 may have special lighting needs.

Choose light fixtures that ...

- Provide enough light.
- Feature light bulbs that are easy to change.
- Are easy to reach and use. Try turning fixtures on/off or dimming before purchasing.

Consider light location

- Uneven light and shadows can create “trip and fall” hazards. Multiple lights in different locations help to lessen shadows.
- Seniors often have trouble with depth perception. Consider lighting for staircases and other changes in elevation.
- Place lighting in key locations inside and outside your home. Consider both ambient and task lighting needs.

Shield the light to avoid glare

- Avoid bare, unshielded light bulbs as these produce glare.
- Fixtures should have a shade or lens that is easy to remove when changing bulbs.
- Translucent shades and lenses help to limit glare and improve the quality of light.
Important Information:

**How much light?** Older adults usually require more light to see than younger individuals. Consider quantity, quality, and location of light. More light is needed when reading materials with smaller font size, on colored (non-white) backgrounds or with colored text (non-black).

**Good lighting** can assist older adults so they may perform tasks (reading, walking, etc.) more easily. Good lighting can also help to reduce tripping and falling.

---

**When Thinking of Lighting for Older Adults, Consider...**

**Initial Cost:** How much will the light cost when you first buy it? Be sure to purchase lighting fixtures from a reputable manufacturer.

**Installation Cost:** How much will the wiring and electrician’s labor cost? Keep in mind that solar powered fixtures for outdoor lighting have low installation costs.

**Energy Cost:** How much will the energy use cost? Energy costs vary for bulbs. Consider using energy efficient light emitting diodes (LEDs) or fluorescent bulbs.

**Location:** An “even wash” of light at key outdoor locations is best. Consider lighting to meet your needs at entry doors, and in front, back, and side yards. Also consider lighting outbuildings on your property including garages and barns.

**Controls:** Manual and automatic activation options include switching, bi-level switching, timers, motion detectors, and dimming systems. Indoors, automatic controls can save on energy costs because they only energize lights when needed!

**Safety:** Locate light fixtures for easy servicing. Avoid locating fixtures in high ceilings. Fixtures in high ceilings may require using ladders. Using a ladder when changing light bulbs may increase the risk for falls. Instead, consider task lights located near reading, sewing, and other visually challenging or important tasks. Turn these on only as needed.

---

**Items to discuss with your electrician:**
- How convenient and accessible are the controls selected? Where will you locate the controls? Avoid “rotary” dimmers; these are more difficult to turn with arthritic hands than “sliding” dimmers.
- Consider placing controls at a height that is comfortable for wheelchair users.
- You may want to override the automatic controls for your exterior lights from inside your home.

---

**Remember...** More and brighter lights do **not necessarily** create good lighting for older adults. Lighting fixtures’ ease of use, ease of maintenance, locations, and controls must be carefully considered!